EPIC PERSONALITY QUIZ

WHICH BISCUIT WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
A) Chocolate bourbon
B) You’re not picky, you’ll eat any biscuit!
C) Custard cream
D) You don’t ‘choose’ a biscuit, you grab it, screech wildly, cram it into your mouth and blow crumbs into the air

WHAT’S YOUR DRINK OF CHOICE?
A) A mug of hot chocolate
B) You carry around a water bottle at all times
C) You lick freshly fallen dew off the grass
D) Anything that lets you backwash into it and pass it on to some unsuspecting person

WHICH WORD DESCRIBES YOU BEST?
A) Kind
B) Snuffy
C) Loyal
D) Irritating

WHICH OF THESE WOULD BE YOUR FAVOURITE SUBJECT IN SCHOOL?
A) Underwater rescue
B) Care and feeding of small cuddly animals
C) Flying lessons, but mostly to fly away from class
D) Demolition skills

IF YOUR TEACHER DOESN’T NOTICE THE SCHOOL IS FLOODING, DO YOU:
A) Alert them and help everyone get to higher ground
B) Find a desk that floats and use it to surf a wave
C) Have a little rummage through everyone’s backpacks while they’re distracted, looking for biscuits
D) Do a poo and throw it at people trying to escape

WHAT’S THE BEST THING YOU WOULD DO FOR A FRIEND?
A) Share your favourite biscuit
B) Found a new country and name it after them
C) Give them a piggyback when they’ve hurt their leg
D) Poo on their head

WHERE IN THE WORLD WOULD YOU GO?
A) To visit a friend who lives on a wild, windswept moorland, even if it means a long train journey and two replacement bus services
B) Take a cruise to a sunny deserted island
C) Wherever my best friend is
D) Wherever I can make the most trouble and destroy things

RESULTS:
Mostly A: You are mostly like Max, courageous and brave. You think fast on your feet but always of others. You’re very likely to be a hero in a story and you like to make sure your friends are written in, too. (Because it’s lonely being the only one in a story.)

Mostly B: You are mostly like Beyoncé the guinea pig. You never let natural disasters upset you and you ride with the tide. You see the world with wonder and take enjoyment wherever it comes. Also, you’re incredibly cute.

Mostly C: You are mostly like Kevin the roly-poly flying pony. You would do anything for your best friend, although you love biscuits almost as much as you love them. School’s not for you, you prefer the wide open spaces and the wind in your hair.

Mostly D: Help! You’re a Sea Monkey and you’re cheeky as anything and HIGHLY DANGEROUS. Also, why are you even taking this test, sea monkeys don’t take personality tests. Eek, I can see that big poo you’re just about to throw, GET AWAY!